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Evolutionary and ecological consequences of hybridization between native

and invasive species are notoriously complicated because patterns of selection

acting on non-native alleles can vary throughout the genome and across

environments. Rapid advances in genomics now make it feasible to assess

locus-specific and genome-wide patterns of natural selection acting on inva-

sive introgression within and among natural populations occupying diverse

environments. We quantified genome-wide patterns of admixture across mul-

tiple independent hybrid zones of native westslope cutthroat trout and

invasive rainbow trout, the world’s most widely introduced fish, by genotyp-

ing 339 individuals from 21 populations using 9380 species-diagnostic loci.

A significantly greater proportion of the genome appeared to be under selec-

tion favouring native cutthroat trout (rather than rainbow trout), and this

pattern was pervasive across the genome (detected on most chromosomes).

Furthermore, selection against invasive alleles was consistent across popu-

lations and environments, even in those where rainbow trout were predicted

to have a selective advantage (warm environments). These data corroborate

field studies showing that hybrids between these species have lower fitness

than the native taxa, and show that these fitness differences are due to selection

favouring many native genes distributed widely throughout the genome.
1. Introduction
Biological invasions are increasing due to environmental change and human

translocation of species [1], and these invasions can have severe negative impacts

on native species through ecological and evolutionary processes. Invasions can

lead to hybridization between historically allopatric species, thereby producing

complex conservation, evolutionary and legal consequences [2–5]. The negative

consequences of hybridization between native and invasive species are numer-

ous, including genomic extinction and loss of biodiversity [6], ecological

and genetic homogenization [7], outbreeding depression [8], and increased inva-

siveness of the non-native taxon [9,10]. However, interspecific hybridization

can also benefit native species through heterosis and adaptive introgression

[11–13], facilitating colonization of novel environments [14], and adaptation to

environmental change [15,16].
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Figure 1. Map of the study areas, including the 21 populations across four major river basins (shaded dark grey) in Montana, USA, and British Columbia, Canada.
Stream watersheds occupied by each population are colour-coded (see legend) based on maximum average August stream temperatures at each location. Lake
populations are denoted by a red dot.
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In practice, the fitness outcomes of invasive hybridization are

variable, as the strength and direction of selection frequently

vary across environmental gradients [17] and throughout the

genome [18]. For example, environmental conditions often influ-

ence spatial and temporal dynamics of invasive introgression

[19,20], as well as patterns of selection acting on hybrids [21].

Additionally, natural selection can favour introgression of

single genes even when there is near-lethal selection against

overall genome-wide admixture [11].

Because of the complex relationship between environ-

mental variation, admixture and natural selection, there is

limited understanding of the net adaptive consequences of

invasive introgression in nature [12,22], and it has been par-

ticularly challenging to characterize genome-wide patterns

of admixture and natural selection in non-model organisms.

However, recent advances in genomics now make it feasible

to assess genome-wide patterns of invasive introgression and

selection within and between natural populations occupying

diverse environments [23,24]. This richer understanding of

the architecture and mechanisms influencing invasive intro-

gression is necessary for evaluating the implications of
invasive hybridization and making informed conservation

decisions [25].

The ecological, evolutionary and conservation problems

associated with invasive hybridization are evident where

native westslope cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarkii lewisi)
and invasive rainbow trout (O. mykiss) come into contact

due to large-scale human releases of rainbow trout. Despite

extensive hybridization where these species come into

human-induced sympatry [26], intensive field studies suggest

there can be strong selection against rainbow trout admixture

[8,27]. However, preliminary genomic data indicate that

selection may favour the introgression of several ‘super-inva-

sive’ rainbow trout alleles [28]. Furthermore, other lines of

evidence, including measurements of thermal tolerances

[29], metabolic traits [30] and spatial patterns in admixture

[20], suggest that rainbow trout and their hybrids may have

fitness advantages in warmer conditions, potentially leading

to adaptive introgression from invasive to native trout in

warm environments.

We used genetic samples collected from 21 populations

occupying thermally diverse habitats (figure 1; electronic
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supplementary material, table S1) and 9380 species-diagnostic

loci [31] to assess genome-wide patterns of admixture between

rainbow trout and westslope cutthroat trout. We addressed

three questions: (i) What are patterns of natural selection

acting on invasive admixture? (ii) Do patterns of selection

vary depending on temperature? (iii) Is natural selection

acting for or against rainbow trout admixture concentrated or

dispersed throughout the genome?
hing.org
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2. Material and methods
(a) Sample collection
We obtained tissue samples from juvenile trout in 21 streams and

lakes located in Montana, USA and British Columbia, Canada.

All sampling locations were chosen to represent local breed-

ing populations. We strategically included locations spanning

environmental gradients (i.e. putative selective pressures) thought

to influence local adaptation in salmonid fishes [32–34], and

spatial patterns of hybridization between rainbow trout and west-

slope cutthroat trout [20,35–37]. Specifically, we included

populations inhabiting both lake and stream environments and

also locations with widely varying temperatures (figure 1;

electronic supplementary material, table S1).

In total, we obtained genetic samples from four independent

river systems—the North Fork Flathead River, Blackfoot River,

Jocko River and St Mary River—with the highest number of

populations in the North Fork Flathead and Blackfoot River

basins. The vast majority of populations (19 of 21) were located

near the edge of the hybrid zone between native westslope cut-

throat and invasive rainbow trout, where hybridization was

present but admixture proportions were relatively low (pro-

portion rainbow trout ancestry less than 0.25; electronic

supplementary material, table S1). It is in these populations

with low admixture where power was highest to detect rainbow

trout alleles at higher than expected frequencies, potentially due

to natural selection [38]. The remaining two populations were

highly admixed, such that the original westslope cutthroat popu-

lations were genomically extinct [39,40]. Throughout this region,

admixture began sometime in the early twentieth century

(initiation of rainbow trout stocking), but some populations

were probably pure westslope cutthroat trout until as late as

the early twenty-first century [20,39]. Thus, admixture in any

one population has been occurring for approximately 3–25 gen-

erations (assuming an approx. 5 year generation time).
(b) RAD genotyping
Detailed methods for identifying diagnostic loci between rainbow

trout and westslope cutthroat trout are described elsewhere [31]. In

short, we extended previous efforts [28,41] and used RAD sequen-

cing to identify 16 788 fixed species-diagnostic SNP loci that

differentiated 66 pure westslope cutthroat trout and 18 pure rain-

bow trout individuals of diverse origins. Specifically, we used

RADseq to genotype 387 individuals from 21 populations contain-

ing various amounts of rainbow trout ancestry (electronic

supplementary material, table S1). Libraries for RAD sequencing

were prepped from genomic DNA according to standard protocols

using the restriction enzyme SbfI and unique 6 bp barcodes for

each sample [42]. We multiplexed RAD libraries (at equal concen-

tration) in six sequencing lanes on an Illumina HiSeq machine. We

conducted initial processing of the sequence data from all individ-

uals into RAD loci using several modules from the STACKS software

package, v. 1.19 [43]. We used process_radtags from STACKS to sort

read pairs by barcode and remove any pairs in which the forward

read did not contain both a correct barcode and the remaining six

bases of the SbfI recognition sequence.
Paired-end reads from the same individual were used to ident-

ify PCR duplicates. The random shearing step in traditional RAD

sequencing produces staggered paired-end reads, so that any set of

read pairs with identical sequences across both the forward and

reverse reads are likely PCR duplicates from a single original geno-

mic DNA fragment [44], and were removed using the STACKS

program clone_filter. The remaining read pairs from each individ-

ual were aligned to the rainbow trout reference genome [45]. We

used the alignment software BOWTIE2 v. 2.1.0 [46] for end-to-end

alignment without allowing gaps, and permitted one high-quality

nucleotide mismatch per 20 bp.

Given the recent whole-genome duplication in salmonid fishes

[47], we used multiple methods to identify diagnostic SNP loci

from sequence differences in duplicated genomic regions (homeo-

logues and paralogues) [28]. First, we retained only those loci that

aligned uniquely to a single genomic location. We also enabled the

Deleveraging and Removal algorithms in STACKS to filter out highly

repetitive loci that were also likely paralogous [42]. We assigned

diploid genotypes at each nucleotide position in each individual

using the bounded maximum-likelihood method, with a mini-

mum Phred quality-score threshold of 10 at each nucleotide, the

upper bound of the sequencing error rate set to 0.01, and a

likelihood ratio significance level of a ¼ 0.05.

For quality control, we further filtered the data to remove all

individuals with greater than 75% missing data and all loci that

were genotyped in fewer than eight individuals (after individ-

uals with missing data were removed) in each population. Our

final dataset included 339 individuals genotyped at 9380 puta-

tively diagnostic loci (electronic supplementary material, table

S1 and figure S1). We did not test for linkage disequilibrium or

confirmation to Hardy–Weinberg proportions at these loci,

because we expected extensive physical linkage and some non-

random mating due to recent and ongoing admixture between

the species.
(c) Data analysis
To minimize false positives, and the likelihood that false signals of

natural selection were due to shared (ancestral or derived) poly-

morphisms [48], we used a highly conservative strategy for

identifying loci that exhibited evidence for selection favouring or

resisting RBT admixture. Relative to previous efforts [28], we

used an extended baseline (panel of non-hybridized individuals)

for identifying fixed diagnostic polymorphisms between rainbow

trout and westslope cutthroat trout [31]. Nevertheless, pure west-

slope cutthroat trout populations are rare in many portions of

their historical range; our westslope cutthroat trout individuals

were therefore from a limited number of extant populations, lar-

gely originating in the South Fork Flathead River and the Clark

Fork River. This limited our ability to detect low-frequency poly-

morphisms that are ancestral in westslope, thus we anticipated

that alleles shared with rainbow trout would be present at some

markers. Shared polymorphisms at putatively diagnostic loci can

be mistaken for loci under selection. Indeed, after increasing the

baseline ascertainment panel used previously to identify the

larger set of putative diagnostic markers used in this study [31],

several alleles that were candidates for selection favouring rainbow

trout [29] were flagged as polymorphisms persisting in pure west-

slope cutthroat trout. Those loci were removed from the dataset.

We used Long’s heterogeneity test [49] to identify outlier loci

having rainbow trout allele frequencies that significantly deviated

from random expectation in each population (see [28] for more

details). Long’s test accounts for sampling variation as well as

genetic drift across loci, making it ideal for identifying loci poten-

tially under selection in hybrid zones [38]. Rainbow trout alleles

with higher frequencies relative to selectively neutral loci are

candidates for selection favouring rainbow trout, whereas loci

that are resistant to rainbow trout admixture have rainbow
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trout allele frequencies that are lower than expected by chance

(e.g. electronic supplementary material, figure S2). Samples from

populations that were nearly pure rainbow trout or westslope cut-

throat trout (electronic supplementary material, table S1) provide

little information about positive or negative selection, respectively,

acting on rainbow trout admixture. Therefore, we used reduced

subsets of populations to test for positive and negative selection.

Specifically, we grouped populations into three categories:

(1) populations where we could detect positive selection favour-

ing rainbow trout admixture (where proportion rainbow trout

admixture was less than 0.9, n ¼ 19); (2) populations occupying

warm habitats (mean August temperature more than 128C),

where we could detect positive selection favouring rainbow trout

admixture (a subset of Category 1, n ¼ 9); and (3) populations

where we could detect negative selection (resistance) acting against

rainbow trout admixture (proportion rainbow trout admixture

more than 0.1, n ¼ 8). Seven of the eight locations where we

could detect negative selection against rainbow trout using

Long’s test were in warm environments. We predicted that there

would be more evidence for selection favouring rainbow trout

admixture in warm environments.

Within each category, we used a Fisher’s combined test to

calculate an overall test statistic and associated probability that

a particular marker deviated from neutral expectation. p-values

were adjusted based on the false discovery rate (a Benjamin

and Yekutieli (BY)-adjusted p-value [50,51]) and a ¼ 0.05. We

further required that each candidate locus with a BY-adjusted

p-value of less than 0.05 demonstrate consistent outlier behaviour

in multiple populations and river basins. For the entire set of

populations where we could detect selection favouring rainbow

trout (i.e. category 1, above), we required that outliers demon-

strate evidence ( p , 0.05 without correction for multiple tests)

of directional selection favouring rainbow trout in at least one

population from the North Fork Flathead River and one from

the Blackfoot River, and directional selection for rainbow trout

in at least four populations overall (i.e. 21% of populations).

We used similar criteria for directional selection favouring

rainbow trout in warm environments (category 2), but reduced

the overall number of populations where a locus had to exhibit

evidence for selection favouring rainbow trout to two (i.e. 22%

of populations in warm environments). Although we required

fewer populations for the latter tests, the actual proportion of

populations where we required that each locus exhibit a con-

sistent pattern of selection was nearly identical: 21% for all

populations, 22% for warm environments only. The same criteria

were used for populations where we could detect selection

favouring westslope cutthroat trout (category 3): there had to

be evidence for resistance to rainbow admixture in at least one

population from each of the North Fork Flathead and Blackfoot

river systems (i.e. consistent evidence for selection had to be

detected in 25% of populations). By requiring evidence for direc-

tional selection in both the North Fork Flathead and Blackfoot

rivers, we attempted to minimize error associated with shared

ancestral polymorphisms.

SNP loci with significant Fisher’s combined p-values that

were outliers in multiple populations in the North Fork Flathead

or the Blackfoot, but not both, were flagged as loci that may have

shared polymorphisms and were removed from subsequent

genomic cline analyses. Some of these markers may actually be

diagnostic (not shared) and subject to natural selection, but we

opted to be conservative in the face of various complexities

that could produce false signals of selection.

As a complementary method to Long’s heterogeneity test, we

used genomic clines to identify SNP loci potentially under natural

selection [52]. Unlike Long’s test, which is unable to detect selection

favouring rainbow trout or westslope cutthroat trout in population

samples where overall rainbow trout admixture proportions were

near 0 or 1, genomic cline analyses use locus-specific and overall
genome-wide admixture proportions across individuals within

each population to identify signatures of natural selection. Specifi-

cally, a logit-logistic model was used to fit locus-specific rainbow

trout allele frequencies against overall genome-wide admixture

across all 21 populations. The same analysis was also conducted

for the subset of all populations inhabiting warm environments

(n ¼ 11; electronic supplementary material, table S1). Outliers

were identified based on unusual combinations for the estimated

parameters defining the slope (u) and cline centre (v) for each

locus relative to the observed distribution of slope and cline-

centre estimates across all loci. In general, steeper clines indicate

loci that are resistant to admixture (i.e. selection acting against rain-

bow trout admixture), whereas shallower, intermediate clines

represent rainbow trout alleles potentially favoured by selection

[52]. We also examined locus-specific allele frequencies for each

outlier cline to confirm the general pattern of selection. The R pack-

age HIest was used to fit genomic clines and identify statistically

significant outlier loci. All p-values were adjusted using the

BY-adjusted false discovery rate and a ¼ 0.05.

Although Long’s tests and genomic cline analyses are similar,

there are fundamental differences between the methods, including

the unit of analysis (i.e. differences in allele frequencies within a

population versus differences in cline shape across populations,

respectively) and the underlying data used for each analysis

(i.e. the set of populations). We also used more restrictive criteria

when evaluating Long’s tests. Outlier loci from Long’s tests needed

to have consistent signatures of selection across all populations and

evidence for selection in independent river basins; the same criteria

were not applied to the genomic cline analyses. Thus, results from

the two approaches are supportive rather than overlapping.

We used multiple tests to assess overarching patterns of

selection acting across the genome and across populations. We

used x2-tests to compare the total proportion of outlier loci that

were candidates for selection favouring or resisting rainbow trout

admixture using data from all appropriate populations, and for

those populations inhabiting warm environments. Chi-square

tests were performed on results from Long’s test and the genomic

cline analysis individually, and all outlier loci combined (i.e. ident-

ified from both tests). For Long’s tests, we considered the total

proportion of populations where an SNP exhibited evidence for

favouring or resisting selection as a measure of strength of evidence

(e.g. more populations is stronger evidence).

A nucleotide BLAST using sequence data for each candidate

RAD locus and the rainbow trout genome were used to identify

whether outlier SNPs were located within or proximate to genes

of known function. We compared the RAD loci alignment coor-

dinates with start and end coordinates for the 46 585 predicted

gene annotations in the rainbow trout genome [45]. We collected

the 177 gene annotations whose start and/or end coordina-

tes either overlapped or were within 50 kbp of the start or end

coordinate of the outlier RAD loci. The degree of linkage disequili-

brium (LD) between RAD markers and functional loci has not been

quantified, and the state of the genome assembly did not allow us

to estimate LD extent among our RAD markers. However, we

anticipate a relatively large extent of LD across physically linked

loci for westslope cutthroat trout versus rainbow trout alleles,

given the recent history of admixture [53], so that 50 kb is expected

to be relatively conservative for identifying potential genes. We

required not only that each locus and gene were on the same

chromosome, but that they also shared the same scaffold or

contig, because the assembled chromosomes contain sequence

gaps of unknown size. To find detailed descriptions for the 177 pre-

dicted genes in the genome annotations, we used mRNA sequences

corresponding to the coding sequence (CDs) and untranslated

regions (UTRs) of the genes as queries in a BLASTn alignment

[54]. For each query, we collected the BLAST hit with the highest

bitscore. When more than one hit had the highest bitscore, we

collected the one that was first in BLAST output order.

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 1. The number of outlier SNPs where there was evidence for selection
favouring or resisting rainbow trout (RBT) admixture. Outlier SNPs are
grouped according to statistical methods used to detect selection: Long’s
heterogeneity tests (LT), genomic cline analysis for all populations (GC),
genomic cline analysis for populations inhabiting warm environments (GC
warm), all unique SNPs detected as outliers in any analysis (Un) (i.e. at least
one analysis including LT, GC or GC warm), and the subset of SNPs that were
consistently detected as significant outliers in all three analyses (All).

direction of
selection LT GC

GC
warm Un All

favouring RBT 8 4 5 13 0

resisting RBT 49 20 26 67 10
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Figure 2. The number of outlier SNPs revealing evidence of selection favour-
ing (red and black bars), or resisting (blue bars) rainbow trout (RBT)
admixture. Counts of outliers in each category are binned according to the
proportion of populations where each SNP was identified as an outlier
(i.e. higher proportions represent SNPs that were identified as a candidate
for selection in a larger proportion of populations). Results from outlier
tests focused on detecting selection favouring rainbow trout are reported
for all populations (black bars), and a subset of nine populations occupying
warm environments (more than 128C mean August temperature; red bars).
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3. Results
(a) Patterns of natural selection acting on invasive

admixture
There was consistent evidence for selection against rainbow

trout admixture across different populations and hybrid

zones (table 1 and figure 2). Rainbow trout alleles at 49 SNP

loci (table 1) occurred at lower than expected frequencies—

evidence for selection acting against admixture—within

multiple independent populations (figure 2; electronic sup-

plementary material, figure S2). Selection against rainbow

trout admixture was detected at 22 SNP loci in each of three

of the eight populations where we could detect selection favour-

ing westslope cutthroat trout (38% of populations); 15 SNPs

were outliers in four of those eight populations (50% of

populations) and four SNPs were outliers in five to seven

populations (63–88% of populations; figure 2).

Similarly, there were 20 SNPs where rainbow trout allele fre-

quencies were significantly lower than the genome-wide

average across populations, as represented by genomic clines

(figure 3a). Patterns of selection against rainbow admixture gen-

erally took two forms. Most outlier loci had lower than expected

rainbow trout allele frequencies across a range of genome-wide

admixture values (the ‘shallow’ clines in the lower right

quadrant of figure 3). A subset, however, were fixed for the rain-

bow trout allele in the two highly admixed populations (Gold

Creek and Abbott Creek), but the rainbow trout allele was lar-

gely absent in other populations—the ‘steep’ clines centred at

genome-wide proportion rainbow trout admixture (pRBT) �
0.15 (figure 3). The five loci with this second pattern were

all flagged as outliers using Long’s test because they had

lower than expected frequencies of the rainbow trout allele in

38–63% of populations. There were no populations where the

rainbow trout allele was at higher than expected frequencies,

suggesting that this pattern reflects, in part, the lack of samples

from populations with pRBT between 0.2 and 0.9.

There were considerably fewer SNPs that exhibited

patterns suggestive of selection favouring rainbow trout

admixture (table 1). Using Long’s heterogeneity test and data

from all populations where we could detect directional selec-

tion favouring rainbow trout admixture (n ¼ 19 populations),

eight SNPs satisfied our criteria (e.g. at least one population

from two drainages showing selection) for selection favouring

the rainbow trout admixture (table 1). Four of those SNPs were

significant outliers in four populations (21% of populations),

two were significant outliers in five populations (26% of
populations) and two were significant outliers in six popu-

lations (32% of populations; figure 2). When using genomic

data from all 21 populations, there were four SNP loci with sig-

nificant genomic clines suggestive of selection favouring

rainbow trout admixture (i.e. the rainbow trout allele was at

higher than expected frequencies across genome-wide values

of pRBT).

Regardless of method, populations used in the analyses or

thermal environment, there were substantially more outlier

SNPs where selection appeared to resist rainbow trout admix-

ture (table 1). In all cases, the overall proportion of SNPs where

there was evidence for selection opposing rainbow trout alleles

was substantially higher than the proportion of SNPs with

rainbow trout alleles that were favoured by selection (all

pair-wise tests across analyses p , 0.0001). SNPs that were can-

didates for directional selection acting against rainbow trout

were identified as outliers in more populations than SNPs

that were candidates for selection favouring rainbow trout

(figure 2). The subset of SNPs that were consistently identified

as outliers in each analysis (n ¼ 10) were all candidates for

selection acting against rainbow trout (table 1).
(b) Patterns of natural selection in warm habitats
Patterns of selection among populations inhabiting warm

environments mirrored those obtained from populations

inhabiting the entire thermal spectrum. We only detected one

SNP where there was evidence for selection favouring rainbow

trout in populations inhabiting warm environments (n ¼ 9

populations; figure 2). However, this same SNP was also ident-

ified as an outlier using the data from all populations,

suggesting that there were no rainbow trout alleles potentially

favoured by selection specifically in warm environments. Five

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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genomic clines were suggestive of natural selection favouring

rainbow trout admixture in warm environments. By contrast,

26 clines were suggestive of selection opposing rainbow trout

admixture (figure 3b), with a subset (n ¼ 12) of these 26 outlier

clines exhibiting steep slopes centred at pRBT � 0.2, all of

which appeared to be under selection resisting rainbow trout

admixture similar to the pattern described above (i.e. fixed

for the rainbow trout allele in highly admixed populations

but absent from other upstream locations). For these loci,

Long’s tests confirmed that rainbow trout allele frequencies

were at lower than expected frequencies within populations,

and were never at higher than expected frequencies within

any population (i.e. there was evidence for selection opposing

rainbow trout admixture).

In summary, there was no evidence for higher rates of

adaptive rainbow trout introgression in the warmest streams

and lakes. Instead, the proportion of SNPs with rainbow

trout alleles potentially favoured by selection in the warmest

environments was nearly identical to (genomic cline analyses,

figure 3b; p ¼ 0.999) or slightly less than (Long’s heterogeneity
tests, figure 2; p ¼ 0.045) the proportion of SNPs with rainbow

trout alleles potentially favoured by selection in any thermal

environment.

(c) Genomic distribution and potential functionality of
outlier loci

Rainbow trout segments where selection resisted admixture

were distributed widely across chromosomes (mapped to 16 of

the 28 assembled autosomal chromosomes and to the pair of

sex chromosomes), as well as the unmapped portions of the

genome (figure 4). There was some evidence for concentrated

selection against rainbow trout segments on chromosome 6,

but the majorityof outlier SNPs mapped to known chromosomes

were found on globallyordered but non-anchored portions of the

genome [31], making it impossible to identify specific chromoso-

mal regions potentially under selection. Forty of the rainbow

trout genome segments potentially under selection (favouring

or resisting rainbow trout admixture) were located in or near

126 described gene annotations (electronic supplementary

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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material, table S2). Specifically, 27 of the RAD loci aligned com-

pletely inside gene annotations. The rest (n¼ 13) were within

50 kbp of annotated genes. Highest-scoring BLAST alignments

generally yielded Salmo salar sequences (121 out of 126). After

removing redundant gene annotations, there were 106 unique

gene descriptions with potential functions that varied widely

from cellular metabolism to gene expression to disease

resistance (electronic supplementary material, table S2).
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4. Discussion
Genomic data from hybridizing populations of native and

invasive trout strongly suggest that natural selection consist-

ently acts against non-native alleles throughout the genome,

across populations and in different environments. The con-

sequences of invasive hybridization, particularly fitness

outcomes, are notoriously complicated and frequently contro-

versial because it has been challenging to describe patterns of

natural selection acting on non-native genetic introgression

[4,22]. Here, we show the applied value of genomics for illumi-

nating patterns of selection acting in invasive hybrid zones and

further clarify the implications of hybridization for this species

of conservation concern. More generally, these data underscore

that widespread admixture between native and non-native

species can largely reflect large-scale propagation and releases

of the non-native species, not positive selection favouring the

invasive taxon.

Consistent evidence for selection acting against invasive

rainbow trout genomic segments throughout the genome cor-

roborates detailed field studies showing reduced fitness in

rainbow trout and their hybrids. In one population, fish with

proportion rainbow trout ancestry more than 0.2 suffered

from nearly a 50% reduction in reproductive success relative

to pure westslope cutthroat trout [8]. Similarly, selection coeffi-

cients (s) acting against rainbow trout genotypes were high

(s � 0.60) in two streams with contrasting thermal and hydro-

logic regimes [27]. Data presented here suggest that selection

consistently acts against rainbow trout across the genome in

other populations and—more importantly—separate river

basins with independent invasion histories.

This pattern of selection against rainbow trout admixture is

striking given that we strategically sampled warm environ-

ments in multiple independent river basins. Spatial patterns

of admixture and laboratory thermal tolerances suggest that

rainbow trout may have a selective advantage under warmer

temperatures. However, we found no evidence that there

were higher rates of adaptive introgression in the warmest

environments. The data presented here and in [27] highlight

that spatial patterns in admixture should be interpreted care-

fully with respect to selection. Higher levels of admixture in

low-elevation, warmer environments [35–37] do not necess-

arily imply that rainbow trout and hybrids have higher

relative fitness than westslope cutthroat trout. This pattern

may simply indicate that selection acting against rainbow

trout is not as severe or consistent in these environments, or

that human releases of rainbow trout in certain areas over-

whelmed selective regimes. Rainbow trout were stocked

routinely and abundantly throughout the early part of the

twentieth century, and these stocking events occurred predomi-

nantly in lower elevation rivers and lakes that often are warmer

than those at higher elevation [37,55,56], suggesting that spatial

patterns in rainbow trout admixture probably reflect stocking
and subsequent dispersal, more than selection favouring rain-

bow trout in certain environments [39,57].

We detected positive selection favouring rainbow trout

admixture at several loci, but there were no loci where rainbow

trout alleles were consistently swept to high frequency across

multiple populations. Given the strong selection regimes that

appear to be acting against rainbow trout admixture, it may

take many generations of recombination before beneficial rain-

bow trout alleles can successfully overcome genome-wide

selection against rainbow trout admixture [58,59]. Further-

more, most adaptive traits are highly polygenic and, thus,

most adaptive SNPs are presumably of relatively small effect

[18,60], which probably impedes rapid adaptive introgression

from rainbow trout to westslope cutthroat trout during early

stages of invasive admixture.

Hybridization can act as a valuable source of evolutionary

novelty [61], and a stimulus for species invasions, particularly

in plants [9]. However, evidence for adaptive introgression

between native and invasive vertebrate species remains

scarce [12] (but see [38]). Using an extensive baseline of geneti-

cally pure individuals from both species during diagnostic

SNP discovery and a conservative approach to identify loci

potentially under selection, we found that rainbow trout alleles

previously inferred to be favoured by selection [28] appear to

be shared polymorphisms (alleles) within both species (see

Material and methods). Separating signals of selection from

shared polymorphisms remains a significant challenge in

hybridization genomics, even for model systems (e.g. homi-

nids) [48]. We caution that patterns of adaptive introgression

should be interpreted carefully, and recommend that future

genomic studies use conservative methods including robust

baselines for initial SNP discovery and replication across inde-

pendent hybrid zones to avoid false positives due to shared

polymorphisms between species.

This work has several caveats, which represent opportu-

nities for future research. First, the rainbow trout reference

genome remains a work in progress, the majority of which is

anchored to chromosomes with unknown order, or is entirely

unmapped [45]. A more complete genome assembly is needed

to better delineate specific regions of the genome under natural

selection, and thereby clarify the genomic basis of fitness differ-

ences between species. For example, this would help clarify

whether the signal of selection on chromosome 6 is highly con-

centrated (i.e. one or several genes of large effect resulting in

selection acting on a single rainbow trout haplotype block), or

dispersed. It also remains unclear whether the signature of selec-

tion favouring westslope cutthroat trout represents extrinsic

selection acting on portions of the genome associated with

local adaptation, or consistent intrinsic selection resulting from

hybrid incompatibilities between species [62,63]. Finally, we fil-

tered our data to remove potentially paralogous SNPs during

SNP discovery and mapping [31], a necessary strategy, but

one with unknown consequences for understanding genomic

signatures of selection in organisms like salmonid fishes with

residual tetraploidy in their genomes [24,47]. Future progress

on the rainbow trout reference genome and emerging method-

ologies for discovery and genotyping of SNPs in paralagous

regions [64] will provide additional insight into selection in

this system and many others.

Although adaptive introgression is gaining interest as a

process that may have some positive evolutionary and

conservation outcomes [12,65], the consequences of human-

mediated hybridization are likely to vary widely and

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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remain challenging to predict [4,22,59]. Our data highlight

that native genotypes are often favoured by natural selection

[66,67], and thus management strategies focused on minimiz-

ing the deleterious impacts of invasive hybridization here

and in similar contexts are prudent until an adaptive basis

of introgression can be established. This study shows that

combining genome-wide data from multiple populations on

the leading edge of an invasive hybrid zone can help eluci-

date overarching patterns of selection across the genome.

More specifically, our findings provide strong genome-scale

evidence of selection against invasive hybridization across

environmentally heterogeneous wild populations.
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